UNIVERSAL STORAGE FOR

CONTAINERS

D I S A G G R E G AT E D S TO R A G E
F O R D I S A G G R E G AT E D
D ATA C E N T E R S .

VAST’S KEY BENEFITS

All-Flash Performance
Power stateful containers

When they first became popular, containers were used mostly
for stateless operations such as web servers like Nginix. As
container frameworks and orchestration systems, such as

with sub-millisecond access
and gigabytes-per-second of
throughput.

Kubernetes, become a bigger part of the modern application
agenda, organizations have expanded their use to also power

Tier-5 Cost Efficiency

databases and other stateful applications. Customers have a

Reduce the cost of capacity

variety of choices when building persistent volumes to power

acquisition by up to 90% to make

their stateful applications, but none combine the simplicity,

flash affordable for all your data

speed and breakthrough flash economics that VAST Data’s
Universal Storage provides.
With its entirely new disaggregated and shared everything
storage architecture (DASE), VAST Data’s Universal Storage

Enterprise NAS Simplicity
Deliver high-speed NFS-backed
storage services via CSI, with
elastic scale and data portability

combines the speed of all-flash with the economics that were
only previously associated with hard drive-based storage
systems. VAST’s exabyte-scale storage technology breaks decades-old storage tradeoffs to make it possible to
build a single container storage class that is both fast and affordable. With added support for QOS and RDMA (over
Ethernet or InfiniBand), VAST’s persistent NFS-backed volumes couple the simplicity of a NAS with the speeds only
otherwise found in all-flash SAN storage.

THE PYRAMID IS DEAD.
As organizations develop and move new applications on containers, the same challenges of the past 10 years
continue to hinder their IT infrastructure agenda. Flash storage solutions (either direct attached or shared storage)
deliver the performance that applications need at a premium cost. HDD-based storage dramatically reduces the
cost of capacity at the expense of introducing application bottlenecks. The container ecosystem has attempted to
address this problem by enabling orchestration systems to provision different classes of storage on demand, but
this only puts the problem of choice onto the user. Until now, no storage system has resolved the age-old tradeoff
between storage performance and the cost of capacity.
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A B E T T E R O P T I O N : VA S T D ATA U N I V E R S A L S TO R A G E .
VAST Data breaks the decades-old tradeoff between storage performance and storage capacity with a new
storage system architecture that enables unlimited processing on exabyte-scale, affordable flash. With
Universal Storage, organizations never need to saddle users with the complexity of choosing different storage
classes. Everything is fast, affordable and scalable.

All-Flash

Scale-Out to Exabyte

Automated Orchestration of

Infrastructure

Proportions

Persistent Volumes

No tiering. Enjoy the low-latency

Scale to TBs/s and millions of IOPS from

It’s simple to provision persistent volumes

that comes from all-flash.

a single cluster; endless capacity.

with VAST’s Container Storage Interface.

The Scale and

SAN-Levels of Performance…

Archive Economics

Portability of NFS

Over Ethernet

NFS volumes can be elastically

RDMA-over-NFS makes it possible to

democratize flash: QLC flash translation,

scaled to petabytes, failover

direct up to 10GB/s of performance

low-overhead erasure codes and

and volume sharing is easy.

to each pod.

groundbreaking global data reduction.


VAST has pioneered many innovations to

Sample VAST Environment
millions of IOPS • TB’s of throughput • exabytes of capacity
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